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Abstract

Charlotte Perkins Gilman, while best known for her fictional work, was also an avid social
theorist and political activist. Gilman’s 1915 feminist utopia Herland showcases her ideals at
work and how a society free from gender limitations would be healthier and more efficient.
While many elements come together to yield such a utopia, this paper positions dress as being a
foundational component of the society and text. To bolster this argument, Gilman’s sociological
piece, The Dress of Women: a Critical Introduction to the Symbolism and Sociology of Clothing,
is considered as a companion text to Herland as both works were serialized in the 1915 editions
of Gilman’s self-published magazine Forerunner and should be considered as call and response
pieces. Through the lenses of corsets, skirts, and pockets, this paper explores the issues of
women’s dress that Gilman explores in The Dress of Women, addresses through Herlandian
dress, and how these changes actively create utopian conditions within the novel.
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Introduction
Utopias have seldom included women. Thomas More, who both coined the term and
started the genre with his novel Utopia in 1516, created the precedent that utopias were made by,
for, and about men. There is an assumption that imagined utopias are radically different from our
own world. However, More’s own utopia and those he inspired, such as Francis Bacon’s New
Atlantis (1626), made sure to uphold the patriarchal reality of their own times as “not only were
the vast majority of utopias written by men, but utopian narrative itself may be seen to embody a
distinctive male fantasy: one which reinscribes or even reinforces the patriarchal values of the
society to which utopia proposes otherwise radical alternatives,” (Ferns 24). While utopian
writers could imagine a world free of crime and poverty, they could not imagine a world where
traditional gender roles and power dynamics were radically different, nor did they seem to want
to. As such, male utopias would dominate the genre for nearly four centuries. However, in the
late nineteenth century and into the early twentieth, women, through the progress being made by
first wave feminism, began to gain a voice in society, and simultaneously in utopias. While it can
be said that male utopias often upheld the status quo, feminist utopias upended it.1 Considered to
be the first of its kind, Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s Herland (1915) would oppose not only the
patriarchal societies of male utopias, but also the patriarchal reality of modern life.2
Born in 1860, Charlotte Perkins Gilman was one of the key voices in the women’s
movement of the early twentieth century. While her activism has been neglected by scholarship
and popular memory, she remains well-known in literary circles, most notably for her short story
“The Yellow Wallpaper” (1890). Gilman was also a noted lecturer and social theorist. She

1

I use the term feminist rather than female to describe this type of utopia as a female utopias, simply through their
existence, worked against traditional patriarchal structures and are therefore feminist.
2
Also known as Charlotte Perkins as well as Charlotte Perkins Stetson Gilman, this paper will refer to her as
Charlotte Perkins Gilman (Gilman) as it is the name most commonly used.
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belonged to the school of reform Darwinists, and believed, contrary to social Darwinists, that
those on the bottom rungs of society should receive aid. Gilman’s activism within the feminist
movement extended beyond the fight for suffrage. Voting rights were only a fragment of what
barred women from gender equality and equal participation in society. Per her theories on the
creation and maintenance of the prevalent androcentric society that she lived in, Gilman saw
women as being forced to live within a state of degradation.3 Patriarchal society barred women
from participation in “race work” and relegated them solely to “sex work.”4 Gilman was
outspoken in her criticisms of marriage and domesticity, including a wide range of topics such as
the dangers of the kitchen, the struggles of child rearing, war, and religion and how they all
contributed to the “dependent parasitic position of women in relation to men” (130). As this
essay explores, she was particularly outspoken on the subject of women’s dress and its power to
curtail freedom, restrict movement, and limit social reform.
Women’s clothing and its controlling effect was so central to Gilman’s social positions
that she wrote extensively about the topic in The Dress of Women: A Critical Introduction to the
Symbolism and Sociology of Clothing (1915), first serialized within her magazine Forerunner.
To open, Gilman identifies clothing’s many purposes and social roles: protection, warmth,
decoration, modesty, and symbolism. Clothing, she writes, acts as a “social skin,” and while it is
“an integral part of the social tissues” it is just as often “a superfluous, a detrimental part, or a
positive disease and danger” (DOW 4).5 These dangers and limitations that clothing presented

3

For more on Gilman’s theories on androcentric society: “Gynaecocracy and Androcracy.” The Feminism of
Charlotte Perkins Gilman: Sexualities, Histories, Progressivism, by Judith A. Allen, University of Chicago Press,
2009, pp. 75–104.
4
“Race work” refers to work done to advance human society while “sex work” is considered gendered work. For
women this meant work done in the home and for the sake of child bearing and rearing.
5
In order to differentiate between the works of Gilman used within this paper, citational formatting will use Gilman
for Herland, DOW for The Dress of Women, and volume numbers for Forerunner references.
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were felt primarily by women. Gilman viewed the standard dress for women of her generation as
being completely incompatible with their work and safety. Gilman notes that “among our own
women, in what we fondly call civilized countries, the major mechanical injury in clothing is due
to three articles, the corset, the skirt, and the shoe” (DOW 32). Gilman identified these three
aspects of women’s clothing as being the worst offenders, not only limiting a woman’s
movement but actively causing bodily harm. But this was precisely the aim of androcentric
society. Women’s clothing worked to not only restrict their movement, but also restrict their
ability to participate equally in society. In such a way, women could be kept dependent on men,
and men could maintain societal power. In order for women to achieve gender equality, their
clothing would have to be radically changed.
Gilman’s practical and detailed criticisms of women’s conditions, namely their clothing
and its effects on mobility, extended into her fiction. But what if these conditions could be
changed? What if women were able to participate fully in society unencumbered by their sex
distinction? Such visions of a better world for women inspired Gilman’s utopia Herland.
Herland imagines a world where women were able to advance socially and technologically free
from created limitations based on gender as men had been extinct for millenia. Women in
Herland were no longer the second-sex, they were the only sex. The three men of the tale, Terry,
Jeff, and Van, are forced to admit the improvements that Herlandians designed, with one of the
first areas being that of clothing. Given Gilman’s interest in dress reform, it is not unusual that
she would include the issue within her fictional utopia. Gilman’s other ideas pertaining to social
reform also make their way into the text, including her theories on social evolution. However,
despite these other inclusions, dress reform should be seen as existing central to the text.
Herlandian dress is one of the first aspects of the utopia that is explored by the male characters
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and is continuously readdressed throughout the novel. In other circumstances such an argument
for primacy might be an interesting albeit weak argument. However, the manner of Herland’s
publication adds strength to this interpretation. Herland was serialized in Gilman’s magazine
Forerunner at the same time that The Dress of Women was also being serialized.6 Forerunner
ran from 1909 until 1916 with monthly installments and served as Gilman’s passion project
where she was “author, owner, and publisher” (vol. 6, 1).7 Each issue presented Gilman’s strong
feminist ideology, appearing as fiction, poetry, social and political commentary. Herland and
The Dress of Women highlight this blend of genres that Gilman worked in, where the theory and
practice of dress reform existed side by side. Readers would be exposed to Gilman’s views on
women’s clothing while simultaneously being shown the benefits that dress reform could yield in
a society. In reading The Dress of Women as a companion text to Herland, the utter importance
of dress within Herland can be seen clearly. As such, Gilman’s opinion’s on women’s clothing
must be considered as an integral component of her utopia building.
Few scholars have explored these two texts together, and fewer still have examined
Herland through the lens of clothing and material culture.8 The most extensive example of such a
work comes in the introduction to the 2002 edition of The Dress of Women, in which editors
Michael R. Hill and Mary Jo Deegan briefly consider passages from Herland involving clothing.
When academics explore Herland, many do so under the lenses of gender construction,

6

Herland and The Dress of Women appeared together in all twelve issues of Forerunner’s 1915 subscription year.
Gilman charged her subscribers $1 for a yearly subscription or 10¢ an issue. With no advertisements after the first
year, the Forerunner relied on funding from reader subscriptions. However, the magazine always ran at a loss which
she recouped from her own funds.
8
While clothing in terms of Herland is an underdeveloped area, the exploration of clothing within the genre of
utopia has seen some notable works. The journal Utopian Studies houses many such works including: Burcikova,
Mila. "Introduction: Fashion in Utopia, Utopia in Fashion." Utopian Studies, vol. 28 no. 3, 2017, p. 381-397. Project
MUSE muse.jhu.edu/article/686645.
7
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motherhood, or the genre of utopia.9 However, scholarship on Herland and Gilman as a whole
has largely been recent and ongoing. Noted Gilman scholar Judith Allen explains that “after her
death in 1935 Gilman was forgotten for several decades. Then 1970’s feminist scholars
rediscovered and celebrated her in projects stretching into the 1980’s and beyond” (xiv). This
renewed interest in Gilman, explains Allen, has been complicated by scrutiny of problematic
aspects of Gilman’s legacy, which has detracted from her standing within feminist history.10
Furthermore, the limited scholarship on Gilman is further divided between biographical work,
Gilman’s nonfiction work and social theories, and her fictional work. Given the recent
emergence of scholarship on Gilman, these areas have largely remained separate. However,
given Gilman’s evident commitments to gender equity and social justice, it is essential that we
reconsider her literary writings—in this case, Herland—in light of her social and cultural
commentary. My exploration of fashion within the novel will help to fill this void of scholarship
both on Gilman’s theories and her novel Herland.

The Fashion and Function of Utopia
Gilman introduces the clothing of Herland quite early in the text. The men’s first physical
interaction with Herland, which prior to that moment was only a myth, was their discovery of

9

Hausman, Bernice L. “Sex before Gender: Charlotte Perkins Gilman and the Evolutionary Paradigm of Utopia.”
Feminist Studies, vol. 24, no. 3, 1998, pp. 489–510. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/3178576. Accessed 21 July 2020,
Weinbaum, Alys Eve. “Writing Feminist Genealogy: Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Racial Nationalism, and the
Reproduction of Maternalist Feminism.” Feminist Studies, vol. 27, no. 2, 2001, pp. 271–302. JSTOR,
www.jstor.org/stable/3178758. Accessed 21 July 2020, FERNS, CHRIS. “Rewriting Male Myths: Herland and the
Utopian Tradition.” A Very Different Story: Studies on the Fiction of Charlotte Perkins Gilman, edited by Val
Gough and Jill Rudd, 1st ed., vol. 14, Liverpool University Press, 1998, pp. 24–37. JSTOR,
www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt5vjjgp.8. Accessed 21 July 2020.
10
Gilman has been accused of promoting eugenics, class biases, and racism within her works. For a further
exploration of the problematic aspects of Gilman as seen in Herland: Egan, Kristen R. “Conservation and
Cleanliness: Racial and Environmental Purity in Ellen Richards and Charlotte Perkins Gilman.” Women's Studies
Quarterly, vol. 39, no. 3/4, 2011, pp. 77–92. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/41308345. Accessed 21 July 2020.
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cloth that had escaped the boundaries of Herland. When the men make their way into the borders
of Herland and are subsequently captured, the men awake to find that their own clothing is gone
and are presented with Herlandian garb. Van describes the clothing:
The garments were simple in the extreme, and absolutely comfortable, physically,
though of course we all felt like supes in the theater. There was a one-piece cotton
undergarment, thin and soft, that reached over the knees and shoulders, something
like the one-piece pajamas some fellows wear, and a kind of half-hose, that came
up to just under the knee and stayed there--had an elastic top of their own, and
covered the edges of the first.
Then there was a thicker variety of union suit, a lot of them in the closet,
of varying weights and somewhat sturdier material--evidently they would do at a
pinch with nothing further. Then there were tunics, knee length, and some long
robes. (Gilman 30).
In describing her utopian clothing, Gilman emphasizes its simplicity and comfort. Gilman cuts
the bulk and rigidity from the clothing of the women of her time. The Herlandian garments are
lightweight, made of breathable cotton, but they are still sturdy for purposes of work. While the
men remark on the foreign nature of the clothing, they do not vocalize any feelings of
discomfort. Furthermore, none of the men attach any gendered notions to the clothing. While
they note that “the costume was similar to that which we had seen on all the women” (30) they
do not label the clothing as feminine. The men do not hesitate to dress themselves in the
provided clothing. Had they been presented with skirts and frills, traditionally things associated
with women and their clothing, they might have balked at the idea or refused outright to dress
themselves in such garments. Not only do the men not resist wearing the provided clothing, they
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all agree that “[Herlandians] have worked out a mighty sensible dress” (30). The men go beyond
simple acceptance of the clothing, they actively praise it. While the description that Gilman gives
in Herland about its clothing is only a small part of the body of the text, the effects on
Herlandian society that this clothing yields can be perceived throughout the novel. Furthermore,
when using The Dress of Women as a lens in the consideration of the novel, it becomes easy to
see exactly what issues Gilman was addressing regarding the clothing of her time, how these
features hindered the lives of women, and how they should be addressed.11 This paper will frame
Herlandian dress through three aspects: corsets, skirts (both of which Gilman identifies as being
major sources of injury), as well as pockets.
Gilman was outspoken of her contempt for the corset within The Dress of Women. She
viewed the garment as not only unnecessary, but ultimately destructive to women’s bodies,
declaring that corsets left the body “grotesquely impaired.” Women were told to wear corsets to
provide support and give shape to the body. However, Gilman saw the modern corset as existing
to correct an issue of its own design. “The bound muscles were weakened, atrophied, almost lost,
and the flaccid shapeless mass resultant did indeed need ‘support’ and ‘form’ having lost its
own” (DOW 32-33). Corsets did not aid the weak female body, they actively weakened it.
Women’s perceived weakness wasn’t inherent, it was “in large measure due to the mechanical
disabilities of their clothing” (32). A woman’s body was completely hindered by the corset, “it
could not stand as easily, or as long; it could not bend as easily-- all our handkerchief-retrieving
gallantry comes from wearing this article, not from the idea that ‘it is hard for a woman to stoop.’
It is not hard for a woman--it is hard for a corset” (33). Gilman challenges any man to try and go

11

While Gilman’s views are given primacy in this paper, it is necessary at times to include outside, historical
considerations of the issues that Gilman identifies to provide increased context on the issues as Gilman often
collaborated with other social reformers.
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about their normal routine while wearing a corset so that they can feel the same disadvantages
that women are forced to contend with. Corsets were often a battleground for turn of the century
feminists. The restrictive nature of the garment was an easily made metaphor to women’s social,
economic, and political restrictions. While debates on corsets had begun to appear in the midnineteenth century, “in the early twentieth century these corset debates intensified. Turn-of-thecentury corset styles became even more constricting and thus protests against their use gained
ground” (Fields 355). Gilman was not alone in arguing against the corset on grounds of physical
health, as it was often said that “corsets damaged the spleen and internal organs, particularly the
reproductive organs” (Entwistle 163). Nor was she alone in using the corset as an example of the
ways that women were kept in a subservient role with one modern scholar even going as far as to
suggest that such restrictive dress “conditioned women into a submissive-masochistic role”
(162). For both health and political reasons, the corset would take on a major role in the realm of
dress reform.
The word corset does not appear within Herland, and the Herlandians rejoice in its
absence. When the men first encounter the women of Herland, they remark of the women that
“each was in the full bloom of rosy health, erect, serene, standing sure-footed and light as any
pugilist” (Gilman 23).12 Gilman situates health and the ability to stand tall side by side, creating
in her Herlandians the antithesis of the women that corsets created. Gilman pairs flowery words,
such as “bloom” and “rosy,” with the strong, stone-like words “erect” and “serene” to show that
women can be both beautiful and strong. Furthermore, it is through strength that women are
beautiful. With strength and health prioritized over frail, flowery beauty, women have become
more active now that their muscles are able to support themselves. The clothing of Herland

12

Pugilist- a boxer.
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allows for a great deal of athleticism. When the men are shown one of the women’s gymnasiums,
they remark that “no change of costume was needed for this work, save to lay off outer clothing.
The first one was as perfect a garment for exercise as need be devised, absolutely free to move
in” (36). This freedom of movement stands in stark contrast to the reality of corsets that Gilman
identified in The Dress of Women. When equipped with clothing that they could freely move and
breath in, these women were able to train and hone their bodies to the point where forty and fifty
year old women were fitter than the men. The strength and athleticism that the Herlandians
display does not come from superhuman traits or severe training programs, Gilman iterates that
such qualities come from the lack of discourse that women are inherently weak, discourse that
led to the corset. When Jeff is walking with Celia, he takes her basket from her, stating that
women shouldn’t carry anything because they are weaker. But Gilman refutes this by bringing
attention to what these so-called weak women were able to accomplish without male aid:
She looked out across the fields to where some women were working, building a
new bit of wall out of large stones; looked back at the nearest town with its
woman-built houses; down at the smooth, hard road we were walking on; and
then at the little basket he had taken from her.
“I don’t understand,” she said quite sweetly. “Are the women in your
country so weak that they could not carry such a thing as that?”(101)
Everything Gilman directs us to involves copious amounts of strength to build and are jobs that
are traditionally considered male: agriculture, masonry, carpentry, and other feats of
infrastructure building. Despite being knowingly surrounded by the products of women’s
strength and labor, Jeff cannot bring himself to believe that women are capable of such fortitude.
But Jeff does not request to carry Celia’s basket out of malice, he is trying to be kind. However,
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Gilman shows that such views on women, even with a kind intent, are not only patronizing but
woefully inaccurate. Gilman shows that women are capable of not only creating society, but
building and maintaining it as well, so why would they need the aid of a corset to do the simple
task of standing?
In The Dress of Women, Gilman identifies the skirt as the emblem of what is considered
to be feminine. The presence of a skirt is one of the simplest ways to code gender difference, as
seen prevalently in the case of bathroom signage. However, the symbol of a skirt does much
more than signal which bathroom one should use. In his 1879 Cyclopaedia of Costume, James
Robinson Planche asserts that "the nations of the ancient world might be fairly divided into two
great groups, or classes, the trowsered and the untrowsered" (4-5). While Planche’s
“untrowsered” referred to the Greeks and Romans, later differentiations between the “trowsered”
and “untrowsered” would be used to mark who was civilized or not, and to colonizing nations,
how civilized a society was determined their worth and the respect given to them. For the
majority of known history, women have fallen into the category of the “untrowsered.” Gilman
brings attention to why women have routinely been relegated to such a status explaining that the
primary purpose of women’s clothing is to display sex-distinction:
While men have varied widely in the manifold relations of our later economic and
political growth, women have remained for the most part all in one relation-- that
of sex; we see at once why the dress of men has developed along lines of practical
efficiency and general human distinction, while the dress of women is still most
modified by the various phases of sex-distinction. (DOW 11)
While men have been defined by what they do (a position that is always open to change),
women’s sole defining characteristic has been their sex. With this unequal emphasis on sex
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distinction, women are reduced down to solely their gender. Clothing is used to constantly signal
to both the viewer and the wearer that someone is a woman. However, Gilman’s qualms with
skirts extend beyond their symbolism, Gilman viewed skirts as more than a hindrance towards
gender equality, but a hazard to the health of women. Tasked with cooking for their families,
women are forced over fires three times a day, and indeed are forced to cheat death three times a
day. Gilman highlights the dangers that women faced because of their skirts, “cotton, especially
when greasy, is highly inflammable; and when such a material is presented in several layers in a
loose vertical form, meets fire, the instant result is an upsweeping sheet of flame which
sometimes carries death by inhalation before the victim has time to lie down… how seldom do
we hear of men dying because their clothing is on fire” (17). Beyond being a fire hazard, the
multiple layers of skirts that make up a woman’s dress encumbers a woman’s speed and agility.
When fashion dictates that these skirts are to be tight, this issue is exacerbated. Gilman
references the hobble skirt that was popular at the beginning of the twentieth century that
reduced women’s movement to the point that some died from lack of speed or grace. Gilman saw
skirts as not only being inconvenient for women, but actively working against women’s social
and physical health. In order for women to achieve true equality, an alternative to the skirt
needed to be found.
Gilman was neither the first nor only person to take such a stance on the skirt as a large
part of dress reform in the nineteenth and early twentieth century addressed the skirt. Early dress
reformers “closely related women’s subordinate status in society with women’s poor health”
(Fischer 48). In such a way, dress reform was simultaneously about health and social issues.13

13

Early dress reform focused more on health issues than political ones. This can be seen in the private nature of
early dress reform. Women rarely wore reform dress outside of the home with the exception of several utopian
communities that promoted reform dress. Dress reform began to become more politicized in 1851 when women’s
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While women’s dress reform targeted the skirt, that is not to say that they made an immediate
move to adopt male clothing and simply “reach into their husbands’, brothers’, or fathers’
wardrobes, grab the first pair of pantaloons they found, and put them on” (47). Dress reform
wasn’t about adopting androgyny necessarily, women’s clothing needed to address health and
mobility issues but it would still maintain its femininity:
Most of nineteenth-century society, including woman advocates of dress reform,
thought male clothing superior to female clothing and freely expressed this
opinion. Pantaloons dress reformers, however, wanted to reform female dress for
comfortable fit, physical well-being, religious beliefs, women's rights, or work
opportunities-- not to blur distinctions between the sexes [...] Trousers represented
physical freedom, and some women imagined being freed from societal restraints
as well. (83)
While the dress reform was hardly united in their reasoning behind dress reform, many groups
adopted a similar costume: a dress with short skirts (about calf to knee length) and some sort of
bifurcated garment underneath. While some groups would use the traditional male trouser with
their short skirts, many groups were inspired by Eastern “harem pants” which gathered at the
ankle and were considered to be the most feminine. While dress reformers worked to maintain
femininity with this new form of dress so as not upend the status quo, dress reform often elicited
ridicule and backlash. This backlash resulted largely from the adoption of this style of dress by
women in the suffrage movement. When the trouser and short skirt became the Bloomer, reform

rights activists used reform dress to challenge gender structures which would link dress reform to the women’s
rights movement.
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dress became a political symbol and as such was often attacked by political opponents of the
women’s movement. Reform dress was decried not for what it was, but because of who wore it.
Even though these short skirts and trousers were often dubbed “freedom dress,” Gilman
did not view it as freeing enough.14 Herlandian dress was severely more radical than that
proposed and utilized by dress reformers. While Gilman does include tunics and robes as options
for dress, most Herlandians simply wore a type of union suit. With such a garment, Gilman does
away with the skirt entirely and commits fully to bifurcated garments. While the Herlandians
certainly benefited from ease of movement and hazard protection bifurcation allowed for, the
greatest change that the abolition of skirts symbolized was the lack of sex distinction. While
Gilman saw the women of her time having to constantly signal through their clothing that they
were female, the women of Herland had no need to as they were the only gender. With the need
to signal sex distinction gone, the women of Herland’s sole focus could be on making the most
utilitarian garments possible. With such a focus on utility, the men remark that Herlandians were
distinctly unfeminine:
These women, whose essential distinction of motherhood was the dominant note
of their whole culture, were strikingly deficient in what we call “femininity.” This
led me very promptly to the conviction that those “feminine charms” we are so
fond of are not feminine at all, but mere reflected masculinity--developed to
please us because they had to please us, and in no way essential to the real
fulfillment of their great process. (Gilman 65)

14

Gilman herself in The Dress of Women did support the short skirt and trousers, but progresses the idea in Herland
in the utopian dress she presents.
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In this passage, Gilman posits that the only thing that is truly feminine is motherhood, everything
else is merely a performance done for male whims. If these so-called “feminine charms” were
inherently feminine, then the Herlandian women would be performing them. Furthermore,
Gilman posits women exhibit “feminine” traits not out of their own desire but because they are
forced to. Gilman is taking femininity, which is so often ridiculed, and throwing it back in the
faces of the men whose masculinity demanded it. Skirts were only the first feminine emblem to
fall. Absent from Herlandians was “a woman’s crown of hair” as many favored short, even
cropped hair (35). Gone away too was the decoration that so often marked women’s clothing of
Gilman’s time. Gilman posited in The Dress of Women that decorated clothing served as a
human equivalent to the bright and showy coats and feathers in the animal kingdom, but unlike
the animal kingdom where, “the ‘decorative appendages’ appear exclusively upon the male,”
women became the performers (DOW 9). Such decoration was always a constant reminder of
women’s sole purpose of attracting male attention. While men’s clothing has “varied widely in
the manifold relations of our later economic and political growth, women have remained for the
most part in one relation-- that of sex” (11). Gilman has the Herlandians reject any useless form
of decoration, as was the case when Terry proposed hats decorated with feathers, to show that the
women use clothing to promote utility, not sex distinction.
While Gilman doesn’t speak on pockets in The Dress of Women, Gilman “was a keen
upholder of the possibilities offered by pockets, which she saw as gendered spaces” and believed
that “reclaiming the pocket was [...] a significant political concern” (Bennett 38, 40). Gilman did
address the issue of pockets within Forerunner, notably in 1912 in her serialized novel MagMarjorie through the sensible and didactic Miss Mary Yale who wore “a costume of businesslike simplicity and possessing many pockets” (vol 3, 41). The presence of pockets cannot be
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ignored within Herland to the point where their importance could potentially be considered to be
more important than the other components of Herlandian dress. The text does not examine
pockets with the rest of the clothing. Rather, the text devotes a separate space to them, a signal of
their importance. Furthermore, pockets are given overt space not once, but twice. Gilman first
shines a light on pockets when she has Van remark, “they were in all their garments, and the
middle one in particular was shingled with them” (Gilman 43). When the men had lived in
Herland for some time, they began to admire the Herlandian clothing, particularly the pockets
that were always present. When the men have come to appreciate the functionality and
abundance of these pockets, they extrapolate on them further:
We had become well used to the clothes. They were quite as comfortable as our
own--in some ways more so-- and undeniably better looking. As to pockets, they
left nothing to be desired. That second garment was fairly quilted with pockets.
They were most ingeniously arranged, so as to be convenient to the hand and not
inconvenient to the body, and were so placed as at once to strengthen the garment
and add decorative lines of stitching. (80)
Pockets were used not only as a means of storage within the garment, but aided the structure of it
and added beauty. Pockets, of course, would not have been a new feature to clothing for the men.
However, even though the concept of pockets was not a new phenomenon to the men, the way
that the Herlandians utilized them was still worthy of compliment by the men. In Herland
pockets were not just a feature of clothing, they were a prominent part of it. Gilman phrases this
passage in such a way to show off the pocket, to show that pockets are things of strength and
beauty. Furthermore, good clothing requires not only the inclusion of pockets, but a great many
of them as the Herlandian garb was “shingled” and “quilted” with them. Gilman brings attention
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to pockets not only in these overt ways, but consistently in small ways throughout the text.
Gilman has her characters stocking up their pockets with resources and pulling useful tools out
of them, constantly reminding the reader of the benefits of pockets. However, it must be noted
that these qualities of pockets are being witnessed and remarked upon by men, to whom pockets
were no novelty. But what was the importance of pockets to the women who created this utopia?
To better understand the importance that Gilman places upon pockets both within her
magazine and within her novel, it is useful to consider the purpose that pockets served for
historical women. While pockets in women’s clothing seem to be extinct in our modern time,
this was not always the case. For generations, pockets used to be a staple in women’s clothing.
One scholar, Ariane Fennetaux, focused on the role that pockets took in women’s lives during
the eighteenth century in her article Women’s Pockets and the Construction of Privacy in the
Long Eighteenth Century. Fennetaux notes that “in their complex uses, pockets comprise
thresholds that articulate [the] relationships between interior and exterior, secrecy and disclosure,
self and other” (Fennetaux 310-311). Fennetaux is quick to point out that pockets are to women
more than simple vessels for holding little bits and bobs, they are key components to their
freedom and even their identity, noting that pockets were central to aiding women in developing
four key components: utility, freedom of movement, privacy, and the notion of self. All of the
qualities that Fennetaux identifies are all things that once advanced also advance the status of
women within a society. When women have access to these elements, there is equality and
freedom. However, their lack leaves women in a state of degradation and second class
citizenship. While Fennetaux reveals the almost necessity of pockets during the eighteenth
century, when Gilman was writing her novel in the early twentieth century women’s pockets
were quickly becoming a threatened species. The main culprit of this loss was the emphasis on
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women’s clothing being not function, but form. Christopher Todd Mattews in his essay “Form
and Deformity: The Trouble with Victorian Pockets,” states that starting around 1795, “the
neoclassical women’s fashions of Paris influenced the narrowing of the ideal British muslin
dress, raising the waistline and revealing, with the help of clinging fabrics, the line of the body”
(Matthews 567). Women’s fashion existed to emphasize the sensual curves of their bodies, and,
as Matthews consistently notes, bulging pockets were seen as a deformity to female bodies.
Over the next one-hundred years, women gradually had their access to pockets revoked,
but many women lamented their loss, as can be seen in primary sources from the period. These
primary sources shed light on the significance of pockets during Gilman’s time and work to
provide context as to what Gilman was reacting to in her writing. One article, published in The
Youth’s Companion in 1904, simply titled “Women’s Pockets” points to the desire of having
pockets sewn into one’s garments, but also the difficulty of having such a thing done. The
unnamed author remarks on the current state of pockets, saying, “occasionally, when in a
reminiscent mood, some dear old lady will tell of the things she used to carry in her pocket, and
the girl of the period listens as to a fairy tale” (TYC 431). Here, the author attaches a certain
sentimentality to pockets in associating them with “some dear old woman.” The sentimentality
denotes how important they were to women of the time. In addition, by having tales of pockets
be like “a fairy tale,” the author is making it clear how women’s pockets had become an extinct
species. Pockets were reminiscent of a bygone age, and reclaiming them was a struggle even for
the most determined. The unnamed author provides dialogue from a seamstress who, when asked
to sew a pocket into a garment, remarks, “it will spoil the set! There can’t be any style to a skirt
with a pocket in it. I never heard of such a thing. It’ll pull it all out of shape” (431). The utility of
pockets has been done away with for the style of the time. One could remark that this is
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indicative of the sentiments of the time preferring women to be objects to be looked upon rather
than beings capable of utility. In 1910, an article in The Graphic, titled “A Causerie on Women’s
Pockets” also deplores the loss of the pocket in women’s clothing, referring to the age of the
pocket as “a glorious era of tidiness” (L.S.R. 524). The author, who only goes by L.S.R., also
points to current fashion trends as the cause for the loss. She says, “one cannot air one’s pockets
unprotected, unashamed, upon a hobble skirt or smuggle it unnoticed into a Princess sheath”
(524). L.S.R. in this passage seems to liken societal views of women’s pockets to a scarlet letter,
utilizing words such as “shame” in concurrence with pockets. Why would an object that earlier
generations of women found to be essential to their daily lives now be so reproachful? While
these two articles share some commonalities, “A Causerie” makes more apparent the tie between
pockets and feminist values. The author remarks that “the connection between a pocket and a
woman’s views is subtle. It does exist, nevertheless. If men but knew, they would find it an
invaluable guide to the pigeon-holing of womankind” (524). The author sees those pockets that
women have maintained as “the badge of her defiance” and wishes for the “same pocket
opportunities for women as for men.” With the increasing belief that women should be nothing
more than “angels in the house,”15 less emphasis was put on a woman’s utility. Rather, women
were becoming little more than precious ornaments to adorn their husbands’ houses.
Using the model that Fennetaux has constructed, it becomes clear that Gilman’s
Herlandian’s have reaped all of the benefits that pockets provide. Utility is a prime part of
Herlandian identity as all women contribute to the society through work. The utility of the
Herlandians had been realized to the point of achieving mass efficiency, a mark which they left
upon the landscape. The men “had never seen, had scarcely imagined, human beings undertaking
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such a work as the deliberate replanting of an entire forest area with different kinds of trees. Yet
this seemed to [the Herlandians] the simplest common sense” (Gilman, 86). Every woman in
Herland contributed to the betterment of their society, and the idea that “no man would work
unless he had to” was completely foreign to these women (66). Every woman was able and
willing to work, and as “[their] work takes [them] all around the country,” it is quite clear that
the Herlandians have a great freedom of movement (105). Privacy was a given in Herland, as
“from earliest childhood each had a separate bedroom with toilet conveniences, and one of the
marks of coming of age was the addition of an outer room in which to receive friends” (135).
The interior space available to the women of Herland had expanded beyond a mere pocket, and it
was not something that had to be fought for. Such privacy is based on and naturally increases
independence and a sense of self. When the men marry Celis, Ellador, and Alima, the women
refuse to give up any part of themselves or their lives, even their last names, to the men. They
maintain their work, their movement, their separate quarters, remaining wholly themselves.
While the women of Gilman’s time had only the memory of a pocket, the women of Herland had
blanketed themselves in pockets, and as such every facet of their lives was steeped in the benefits
of the pocket.

Conclusions
Modern dress is affiliated with freedom: freedom of expression, freedom of choice. But
these freedoms are not absolute, especially for women. Clothing is still a tool used to regulate
women’s bodies. In this new modern age, the fight for utopian clothing for women has gotten
more complicated as women have to face off against sexist school dress codes, cat callers, and
rape culture that tells women how and when they may display their bodies. Women are told that
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their bodies are a distraction, that parts of them shouldn’t be shown, all under the guise of
modesty. But these ideas of modesty are not applied equally to men. A man’s bare torso is
entirely acceptable, yet a woman’s collar bones are often enough to brand them with a scarlet
letter. Modesty is rarely applicable to men, largely because “modesty [is] a form of sexconsciousness, especially peculiar to women” (DOW 10). In regulating a woman’s clothing, in
demanding that they dress modestly, women themselves are regulated. While women’s clothing
has changed in the century since Gilman wrote Herland and The Dress of Women, many of the
same problems around women and their clothing still exist. It is not so much that women’s
clothing needs to be changed, but rather our attitudes towards women that created their clothing.
In reading Herland, one is exposed to the clothing of utopia. However, when Herland is read
within the context of The Dress of Women, the reader can understand the systems that create
women’s clothing and see that it is not enough to abolish items such as the skirt and the corset,
but the systems that forced women into them. Gilman not only freed the Herlandians from
restrictive dress, but from restrictive patriarchal society.
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